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Youtube.com/SawyerHartman Well, today is day 6 of our trip from Sydney - &gt; Queensland! We are currently in the Sunshine Coast.... although today is the first day we had some real sun! Australia is so much more amazing than I could have expected! It's a bit like a haw blend... Happy Saturday everyone! Today is the first Saturday that this site has been launched! So in honor
of that, today I'm going to be building up more on the website, especially the blog! I hope you see some huge improvements and new features over the weeke... Sawyer Hartman is 30 years old.  Hartman was born on May 4, 1990, in Atlanta to Jim Hartman, a pilot, and Karen Hartman. His birth mark is Taurus, and sawyer Joseph's birth name is James Hartman. Therefore, he did
not give the name of his parents. However, she still posts a photo with them on her Instagram handle. He holds U.S. citizenship. He watched James Bond movies with his father, who grew up. At the age of seven, his parents divorced. He barely saw his father after his parent's divorce. However, he is currently in contact with both parents. Despite his divorce, his parents supported
him and inspired him. Similarly, his grandmother, Dorothy then moved in with them after the divorce. He grew up being very close to his mother and grandmother in Atlanta. He later moved to Florida and then headed west to Los Angeles.Caption: Sawyer Hartman posing for a photo with his parents and girlfriend (Source: Instagram)His childhood best friend was Matt Onofrey. And
they are still tight so far. From an early age he liked to entertain people and always dress and perform for his parents and family. At the age of 18, he dropped out of college to fulfill his dream of being an actor. Going towards his education, he was able to graduate from the University, looking at his age. However, there is no further information on his educational qualifications.
Professional life Talk about sawyer Hartman's professional life, he is a well-known YouTube star, Travel Vlogger, as well as a filmmaker. He dropped out of college and moved to Los Angeles to pursue his dream of becoming an actor. However, it was not an easy task and he had to face so many difficulties until he came across YouTube.  He then realized his passion for
photography and recording. Similarly, he discovered his true happiness in directing. He decided to take directing sincerely and began working with other You Tubers. On November 29, 2010, he created his own YouTube channel. What's more, on your YouTube channel content for other content creators. Through his YouTube videos, he taught people how to create #photography
#film #tutorials #howto #travel. Its video content on YouTube Cameras, tutorials, life in Hawaii, movies and travel. Shortly thereafter, he met Jonathan Coco and began his journey directing short films. In 2014, he directed his first film Welcome to Tokyo. Viewers appreciated the video, which made it very popular. After his popularity in the first film, he re-shot and directed the second
film Parallax, the same year. In 2015, he made a short sci-fi film Parallax Theory. This 90-minute video made everyone wonder if humans are a convicted species.'One of his most viewed videos on the YouTube channel titled 4k Hawaii Drone Footage posted on May 3, 2016, has nearly 6,954,852 views. The video titled The Great Wall of China in 4k – DJI Phantom 4 has over 5.7
million views. He currently photographs and directs some traditional YouTube projects. What's more, he's even working on huge upcoming projects. As recently as April 5, 2020, he posted a video titled Photo Ideas in a Quarantine House | 5 EASY Home Photography Ideas. Signature: Sawyer Hartman captured the camera during a photo shoot (Source: Instagram)Net
worthSpeaking to monetizing Sawyer Hartman, is a well-known content creator and internet sensation who made a decent sum of money through his work. Thanks to his YouTube videos, he has earned nearly 52,000 views. Moreover, it has not officially stated its exact net worth. But some online resources estimate its net worth of about $1 million-$5 million. Personal lifeEaling the
status of Sawyer Hartman's relationship, is in a relationship. Dashing YouTube star and director Sawyer is currently dating fantastic movie actress Angelique Cooper. The duo enjoys each other's companies. They seem to live together and often constantly post pictures on their handles on social media. The duo are currently quarantined together. They just like to travel together on
vacation. Signature: Sawyer Hartman poses with his girlfriend while on vacation (Source: Instagram)Speaking of his previous relationship, he had a Blair Fowler date. He's another YouTube star who also makes YouTube videos introduce YouTube to him. She supported him in producing his own YouTube channel. Sawyer also owes her all her success and is still friends. He
personally loves to travel and hopes to travel around the world and explore the universe. He likes to watch horror movies. He loves music, especially the rock music of the 1960s. His favorite meal is reece peanut butter mugs and fondue. Moreover, there are no drastic rumors, as well as controversies regarding his personal and professional life. He kept a clean image through
social media. Body measurements and social media29-year-old Sawyer Hartman has a handsome and charming personality. He stands good height with fit body 5 feet 11inches and weighs Furthermore, he did not disclose precise information regarding the statics of the body. Similarly, it has a brown hair color and a pair of blue eyes. As an internet sensation, Sawyer Hartman is
socially active on various media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, etc. On Instagram, she follows the handle @sawyerhartman more than 644k followers. Similarly, he gained 674.7K followers on his Twitter account and nearly 445k followers on his Facebook account. In addition, he runs a YouTube channel, where he has gained 1.9 million subscribers. I'm
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